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Community Open House
On August 25, Jefferson Regional held a ribbon cutting and open house for the

Jones-Dunklin Cancer Center, giving members of the public an opportunity to
tour the entire facility for the very first time.

Jefferson Regional President &
CEO Brian Thomas

Hematologist/Oncologist
Asif Masood, MD

Director of Oncology Services
Kathy Ross

Hospital representatives welcomed guests, made up of donors and community members, followed by

a ribbon cutting by the Pine Bluff Regional Chamber of Commerce. The crowd then moved inside for
tours of the cancer center and the associated medical specialties that are housed in the same building.
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Radiation Oncology: Best In Class
Open Pro Siemens CT
This cutting-edge piece of equipment is the first
of its kind - a 4D CT designed specifically for
radiation oncology patients. Two versions of this
machine are available, and Jefferson Regional
has purchased the highest-performing of the two
for our patients. In fact, we are the only facility
to have this particular scanner in the entire
Southeast region of the United States.
Once images are taken with the Open Pro CT, a
template for treatment is drawn up, indicating
which areas require the maximum dose of
radiation and which healthy parts of the body
are to be protected. The CT also produces the
highest quality images, which makes calculations
for treatment more accurate, and is able to use
artificial intelligence to eliminate the possibility
of human error. It’s rare for a community hospital
to provide equipment of this level, and we are
proud to have it at Jefferson Regional.

True Beam Linear Accelerator
Once again, Jefferson Regional has chosen
top-tier equipment to care for our patients. The
True Beam linear accelerator is made by Varian, a
company which provides approximately 80% of
radiation oncology equipment in the U.S. Our
machine is the best Varian has to offer, providing
the highest caliber radiation treatment available
in South Arkansas. Previous machines were
basically 2D, able to only move patients in and
out and up and down. The new machine, which
is the latest and greatest in this platform, can
rotate the patient six degrees of any direction to
exactly match the treatment locations identified
by the CT scan.

Help us celebrate Breast Cancer Awareness Month and honor the courageous survivors who inspire us all!

Our Guest Speaker will be

Donna Terrell
of KLRT-Fox 16 in Little Rock.
Tickets are $50 each and will benefit

Jefferson Regional’s Pretty in Pink luncheon will take
place on Wednesday, October 26 at the Pine Bluff
Country Club from 11:30 a.m. until 1 p.m.

the Jefferson Regional Breast Center.
You do not have to be a survivor to
attend! For tickets, contact Laura Beth
Shaner at 870-541-7210.

Registration is now underway for Jefferson Regional’s Pink
Out 5K, coming up October 29!
The race will begin at 40th and Mulberry and all ages are welcome to participate. There will be refreshments after the race,
and a number of vendors will be on site as well. Registration is $35 and includes a Pink Out 5K T-shirt. To sign up, visit
the Pine Bluff Wellness Center or scan the QR code.
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Cancer Care: It Takes a Village
A physician isn’t the only healthcare employee who can change

someone’s life. When Dan Parrish of Holly Grove was diagnosed
with Myelodysplastic Syndrome (MDS) at the Jones-Dunklin
Cancer Center, he learned there was an effective drug available
for his treatment. However, it was expensive - $3,000 a month after
insurance. Dan wrote it off as impossible, but then Marie King took
over. Marie is a Financial Navigator at the Cancer Center, and she
was able to secure a grant that pays all of Dan’s drug costs that
insurance won’t cover. “It’s just unbelievable,” Dan said of Marie’s
assistance, and to say thank you, he and his wife recently brought
breakfast to the entire Cancer Center staff. “This medication was
obviously what I needed,” Dan said, “because my numbers have
been stable ever since I started. I can pretty much do what I want
these days. Marie has been such a blessing.”

L-R: Dan Parrish, Marie King, Janet Parrish

Foundation Scores a Hole in One on Golf Tournament
The Jefferson Regional Foundation’s 2nd annual Golf Tournament was a big success, with blue skies and lots of smiles all around!
Thanks to our sponsors and everyone who helped with this fundraiser!

New Physician Reception

On September 15, Jefferson Regional honored the physicians and other advanced healthcare professionals who have recently joined our team!

Trauma Surgeon Leigh Anna Robinson, MD
with Anesthesiologist Chris Steel, MD

Hematologist/Oncologists Abhijit Godbole, MD, PhD
& Brian Campbell, MD

L-R: Carrie Ann Browning; Chief Medical Officer
Reid Pierce, MD; OB/GYN Fauzia Akbary, MD and
OB/GYN Joe Browning, MD

Pulmonologist Nabeel Siddiqui, MD; Cardiologist
Jainil Shah, MD; Rheumatologist Maaman Bashir, MD;
Clinic Manager Edie Jaggars and Clinic
Manager Maranda McEntire.
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Employees Helping Employees
Jefferson Regional held
a school supply drive in
August to help coworkers
with children going back
to class. It was great to see
our incredible staff helping
each other in this way!

Jefferson Regional employees continue
to give to The Foundation. Here are just

a few of our team members who are
contributing to the future of the hospital.

Location Announced for Jefferson Regional/Kindred Facility

A New Way of Serving!
Jefferson Regional President & CEO Brian Thomas joined Linda Glass (left) and Precious Hulsey
in the cafeteria recently to help serve employees at the Display Cooking station. Always aware of our
employees’ contributions, Brian enjoys every opportunity to interact with staff members (even if it
requires wearing a hair net)!
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